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Our hares this week worked hard to outdo the heavy rains we'd seen the week before in 
Paklok, and came very close with torrents of rain and wind right up until about the time 
hashers needed to head out their doors.  Then it cleared up and we ended up having a 
wonderful afternoon of cool air and freshly-washed-away-paper trails.

Fat Bastard was early at the laager and seen walking around in small circles raising his 
hands and speaking too quietly to really hear.  When questioned he said “Practicing”.  
Practicing what?  “Parking cars” he said.  See a doctor man, and soon.

Jungle Balls meantime was welcoming other arrivals, explaining his brilliant idea to 
laager here since 4WD jungle bunnies were no longer allowed to drive through here.  
Immediately a string of 6 buggies came roaring through the laager.  But, as the backrider
on several carts was a good looking woman they were slowed down with invites to join 
us later.  As off they went next up was Mr Fister arriving in his dark-window SUV.  The 
back door opened with emerging slender legs with short shorts, 3 sets no less.  A 
lowered front window revealed smiling Rampant Rabbit and Mr Fister.  Unanimous 
advice from the guys was for RR and MF to FO and we'd take care of his guests, who 
immediately became properly buzzed around by the guys for the rest of the day.  I mean,
come on, Mr Fister running beside “short orange shorts” explaining 3 toots means this, 
and “on on” means this.  Give me a break man!!

Runmaster Fungus chose Twice Nightly to blow the horn this week which she did like a 
master keeping up with the front-running bastards yet staying far enough back in the 
pack to help Top Off, who was leading the trailing edge of the mid-pack.  Later he said 
he had his turban set one notch too tight.  He was probably right but maybe 2 notches!

The best run offense was Jungle Balls explaining the “trip of the paper”.  Needing multi-
color and blue he'd called Butt Plug (stand-in in) to bring the paper last week and give it 
to Jaws (in the circle), but BP wasn't coming so called Fungus (in the circle) to carry the 
paper, which he did but put in Murkury's (in the circle) truck, but then Manneken Pis (in 
the circle) said he'd carry it, which he didn't so Murkury gave to Wilma (in the circle).  
And this is how the paper which was washed away in the storm came to travel to Paklok 
and back with the help of 6 idiots.

ON ON,  Fungus, Scribe for the week
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